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presbytery and assembly when that is to come up; I'd make the

fight of my life to try to save Princeton.Seminary. That's what

I happen to retell that relates to those particular questions.

I hope you can get me a set of those === a list of those

ordination questions that were asked of Nichol and Ward.Just the

questions. I'd like to see the specific questions.

Neher: Quite a list!

MM. Is that so?

Neher: That would be quite a list of whatever came to their
minds at the moment, rather than things that they brought with them.

kAM: But to know things that did come to their minds would

be useful in talking to people who are going to meet with a some-

what similar body. If they could have an idea and be well primed

onthose particular questions, I should think that would be very

much worthwhile.

We were discussing about my years at Westminster and there

were a lot of different things that happened during those years

in different areas. One thing suggests another to my mind and

reminds me of important or unimportant things.

There was a pamphlet put out in 1930 called Our Faculty.

Did I mention that? I had it a couple of days age. It had a state

ment about Dr. VanTil that fits with my impression of him 5 years

later bit I guess I never read it at the time. It was doubtless

written by the students and it shows how things were developing

there without my realizing it then at all.

When I was at Westminster one thing I was greatly interested

in was working for myPh.D. I was in avery advantageous posttion for

that because the semiary was then down on Pine Street, in central

Philadelphia and you could go out the door and within a comparatively
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